Abstract
Introduction
Camera calibration is the first step towards computational computer vision [2] . Both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are essential to the precise 3D reconstruction of real world object from projected 2D images. Although, for a long time, various calibration methods are proposed [2] , computer vision researchers who are focusing on application topics prefer to use already proved open-source calibration tools rather than implement methods explained in papers [3] . "Caltech Calibration Toolbox" by Jean-Yves Bouguet is one of the most famous open-source calibration tools.
Although Caltech Calibration Toolbox is able to successfully calibrate general kinds of lenses, it fails in case of wide-angle lens, sometimes called fisheye lens. Fig. 1 is an input image captured with typical wideangle lens, of which FOV (Field Of View) is about 150°. Fig. 2 shows the result of correction with distortion parameters estimated by Caltech Calibration Toolbox. It can be observed that the central portion of the resultant image is successfully undistorted but the outer portion still has severe distortion. Recently, many people pay attention to the application of non-classical camera such as wide-angle lens and omni-directional vision sensor [4] . Therefore, the improvement of Caltech Calibration Toolbox to overcome the wideangle lens related problem is supposed to be interesting to vision application engineers. First, this paper analyzes the insufficient correction of radial distortion by Caltech Calibration Toolbox. General calibration pattern cannot cover full range of wide-angle lens' FOV. Furthermore, radial distortion curve should have positive slope and negative slope changing rate, which rapidly deviates just after data supported region. Second, this paper proposes a novel refinement method, which can be fulfilled after the execution of Caltech Calibration Toolbox. It is based on the fact that the inverse mapping of radial distortion curve is suitable for polynomial fitting. The proposed method can be implemented by several dozens of Matlab command lines.
Analysis of calibration error

Radial distortion model
It is generally accepted that dominant lens distortion is radial distortion, sometimes called barrel distortion, and it can be modeled as a 5th order polynomial like Eq. (1) [5] . Where, r d denotes the radius from distortion center in distorted image and r u denotes the radius from image center in undistorted image. This paper assumes that Caltech Calibration Toolbox can successfully estimate effective focal lengths F x , F y , and optical center (O x ,O y ). Although Caltech Calibration Toolbox uses both radial distortion and tangential distortion [1] , only radial terms are considered herein. Therefore, Caltech Calibration Toolbox is thought to estimate only a 1 , a 3 like Eq. (2). Where, kc is the estimate of distortion parameters. ( (1) ( 2) ) cos ( (2) (1) 1) 
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Radial distortion curve
It is supposed that radial distortion curve (i.e. r u -r d curve) derived from radial distortion parameters by Caltech Calibration Toolbox has positive a 1 and three inflection points. Furthermore, the curve portion in data supported range, where r d and r u are measured by corner detection and predefined calibration pattern geometry, should have positive slope and negative slope changing rate. If (s,c) denotes the slope and slope changing rate of a curve portion respectively, the data supported curve portion can be denoted by (+,-).
Because there are three inflection points, total radial distortion curve has four curve portions with different shape. Fig. 3 shows the radial distortion curve estimated with Fig. 1 image. It can be observed that the radial distortion curve has four curve portions and the data supported range is curve portion III. Because a 1 is positive, curve portion I and IV should have (+,-) and (+,+) shape respectively. Naturally, curve portion II should have (+,+) shape to smoothly connect neighboring curve portions. Because curve portion IV, which is expected to define r u -r d relation in the outer portion of distorted image, has positive slope and positive slope changing rate, it rapidly derives from the ideal r u -r d curve depicted in Fig. 3 . In wide-angle lens, as the radius of a pixel increases, corresponding image compression ratio drastically increases [6] . That is the reason why wideangle lens is selected to cover wide FOV. Therefore, although the undistorted portion looks small, it is critical for the use of wide-angle lens.
Drawback of least square based curve fitting with limited data
It is found that the incorrect estimation of radial distortion parameters is the inevitable result of least square based curve fitting with limited data. As mentioned previously, in practical situation, r u -r d data covering whole lens FOV is inaccessible, because plane calibration pattern cannot be extended unlimitedly.
If the 2nd derivative of 5th order polynomial is defined like Eq. One of three inflection points, , is supposed to be zero for the sake of smooth shape around the origin. By replacing (>0) with + and (<0) withrespectively, we can investigate the effect of inflection points located farther than initially estimated values. With modified , and predefined r u data, matrix X is constructed like Eq. (5-1). With measured r d data, matrix Y is constructed like Eq. (5-2). And, variable matrix A is defined like Eq. (5-3). Therefore, A can be estimated by pseudo-inverse like Eq. (6). With estimated Â, all coefficients of Eq. (1) can be determined. By comparing r d data calculated with estimated Â and measured r d data, squared error with respect to is evaluated as depicted in Fig. 4 . It is noticeable that initial inflection points are optimal in the sense of least squared error. In other words, r u -r d data given in the limited range definitely leads to nearby inflection points and consequently incorrect distortion estimation in outer image portion.
Refinement of distortion parameters
Because limited r u -r d range used for least square based curve fitting is the primary cause of incorrect estimation, by securing wide range of r u -r d data, distortion parameters can be refined. Compared with r u -r d graph, r d -r u graph, i.e. inverse mapping, has suitable characteristics for least square based curve fitting.
Extrapolation by inverse mapping consists of five steps. First, reliable r u -r d data is generated by evaluating Eq. (1) fitting to the extended r u -r d data. Fig. 6 shows the resultant r u -r d graph estimated with the extended r u -r d data, which is depicted by bold line. It can be observed that r u -r d graph corresponding to the outer portion of distorted image becomes similar to the ideal r u -r d curve. Fig. 7 shows the undistorted image of Fig. 1 with refined radial distortion parameters. It is noticeable that the outer portion can be successfully undistorted. Fig. 8 is another resultant image undistorted by the proposed method. ru_theta is the unique tuning parameter adjusting the extend r d range.
Experiment results and Conclusion
Proposed method can be executed after Caltech Calibration Toolbox to refine the radial distortion parameter of wide-angle lens. Matlab source code is attached in the appendix for convenient use. 
